Abstract. We study the power spectrum of quasi-single field inflation where strong coupling is considered. The contribution from the massive propagator can be divided into local and non-local contributions. The local one is the leading contribution and is power-law suppressed as a function of mass, while the non-local contribution is exponentially suppressed in the large mass limit. For the local contribution, it is possible to use the effective field theory approach to study the power spectrum in the strongly coupled region of the parameter space. For the non-local contribution, we developed a partial effective field theory method to simplify the calculation: When there are multiple massive propagators, one can fully compute it after integrating out all but one massive propagator by effective field theory. The result retains the "standard clock" signal, which is interesting for probing the expansion history of the primordial universe and the physics of a "cosmological collider". The error involved compared to the full calculation is power law suppressed by the effective mass of the heavy field.
Introduction
An interesting question pertaining to the primordial universe is to detect the particle content during inflation. In all UV complete models of inflation, there exist additional massive fields [1-5, 7, 8] . If those additional fields have masses much smaller than the Hubble parameter H, they could as well drive inflation as the inflaton, connoting multi-field inflation [9] [10] [11] [12] . If the additional fields have masses much larger than H, they can be systematically integrated out of the framework thus leaving an effective single field inflation model. The remaining fields of mass m ∼ H are of particular interest because they can leave distinct non-Gaussianities, which has been studied in a typical model known as the quasi-single field inflation [3, 4] .
Such non-Gaussianities are particularly useful in several aspects. For instance, by looking at the squeezed limit of the non-Gaussianity, we can extrapolate information about the mass [3, 4, 13] and spin [13] of the massive particle present during inflation. This is later generalized to an arbitrary triangle momentum configuration in [14] . The spectrum of the massive particles due to the standard model uplifting is studied in [15] . There are of course other possible playgrounds for massive particles in the primordial universe. They can serve as a standard clock to model-independently distinguish the early universe scenarios [16] [17] [18] [19] .
This distinctive signature is however, quite small in amplitude, in general. One reason for this is by virtue of the Boltzmann suppression ∼ e −πµ with µ ∼ m H [20] [21] [22] . The massive fields can be thought of as massive particles in the early universe. Their statistics satisfies the Boltzmann distribution, leading to significant suppression. The other reason stems from the fact that if one considers all the possible couplings of the quasi-single field inflation, it is found that the three-point interactions of the massive field and the primordial curvature perturbation are all at least suppressed by slow-roll parameters except for the diagram that gains contributions from the self-interaction of the massive field δσ 3 [4] . Followed by three two-point transfer vertices playing the role of connecting the massive field with the curvature perturbation, this type of contribution can evade the slow-roll suppression. Actually, this three-heavy-field interaction can possibly produce a large f NL which may hopefully be observable in future analyses of the CMB large scale structure, and the 21 cm surveys [23] .
An unsatisfactory aspect of this interaction is that the analytical result is not yet known due to the difficulty involved in integrating multiple products of the Hankel functions in the in-in formalism, except in the large mass limit [24] . The bispectrum involving contributions from the δσδθδθ interaction, however, is easier to compute. One may naturally think about combining the merits of these two kinds of interactions. The idea is that every massive field contains two contributions, the vacuum type contribution and the thermal type contribution. The vacuum contribution is the most dominant one. If we are on only interested in the first order correction to the vacuum contribution, the threepoint-function with δσ 3 interaction can be simplified as an effective theory of δσδθδθ interaction. The realization is to integrate out only two of the massive fields, but leave one massive field unintegrated. This can preserve the leading-order nonlocal effects from the heavy field, at the same time keep the possibility for analytical calculation. We dubbed this method as partial effective field theory.
The effective field theory approach is very useful to study the inflationary models with the presence of one or more massive fields [25] . It has been shown that when the mass hierarchies are large, those massive fields can be integrated out, thus yielding a single field inflation model with a modified sound speed c −2 s = 1 + 4θ 2 0 /m 2 eff , whereθ 0 is the velocity of the inflaton background and the m eff is the effective mass of the additional massive field [5, 6, [26] [27] [28] [29] . A discussion focusing on the symmetry consideration appears in [30] . For instance, to calculate the non-Gaussianity induced by the three-heavy-field vertex, we can integrate all the heavy fields out, and get its leading-order local contribution in the three-point function of the curvature perturbation [24] . However, in this paper, as we are also interested in the nonlocal effect of the massive field, we integrate out only part of the massive field(s) contribution while keeping one massive degree of freedom, which in turn will give us the leading-order nonlocal effects in the large mass limit.
The best studied model of quasi-single field inflation is that with an inflaton and a heavy field moving in a constant-turn trajectory [3, 4] , especially in the weakly coupled regime whereθ 0 < m eff [28, 29, 31] . In this regime, the usual perturbative method: in-in formalism can be applied. The discussion can be extended to strongly coupled regimeθ 0 > m eff [8, [32] [33] [34] [35] using effective field theory method. One thing we should notice is that there are two types of strongly coupled regime, the large mass strongly coupled regime (m eff <θ 0 < m 2 eff /H) and the extremely strongly coupled regime (Hθ 0 > m 2 eff ). The effective field theory of both strongly coupled regimes is obtained in the papers [32, 33] , while the power spectrum of both are studied in [8] by solving the coupled differential equation recursively. The result in the large mass strongly coupled regime is also applicable to the case of weakly coupled regime. A uniform expression applicable to all the mass and coupling satisfying m 2 eff +θ 2 0 > 9H 2 /4 using horizon crossing approximation is obtained in [35] , which is in agreement with the result in two regimes [8] and the numerical result in [34] . For the bispectrum, [34] studied the analytical part contributed by virtual particle production analytically. The scaling behavior of nonanalytical clock signal is extracted to be (
0 /H 2 using IR analysis of the differential equation. The prefactor of the clock signal is obtained by fitting the IR behavior of the mode function and solving the coupled differential equations numerically.
In this work, we are going to discuss the full parameter space for the coupling as long as it satisfies Hθ 0 /m 2 eff < 1 [35] . We use the effective field theory method to obtain the power spectrum in this regime. We are able to verify this result by using the Schwinger-Keldysh diagrammatics recently developed in [36] up to an arbitrary order. When the system is strongly coupled, it is enough to replace the original mode function by the effective mode function with a modification of the sound speed. The same method applies to the bispectrum. We are able to study the bispectrum systematically by applying both the partial effective field theory and the effective mode function. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the constant-turn quasi-single field inflation. In Sec. 3 we apply the partial effective field theory approach to quasi-single field inflation with large mass, which is shown to yield the leading-order nonlocal effects in the large mass limit. In Sec. 4, three methods, i.e. the numerical solution of the equation of motion, the partial effective field theory, and the Schwinger-Keldysh diagrammatics, are applied to extend the previous study to the strong coupling regime. In Sec. 5, we proceed to shed light on the bispectrum using the method introduced.
Quasi-Single Field Inflation
The purpose of this section is to put forth a model of quasi-single field inflation akin to the "constant turn" case introduced in [3, 4] . The model chosen incorporates the idea of decomposing the light fields along the flat slow-roll direction while the massive ones are decomposed along the mutually perpendicular isocurvature direction. The action is written in terms of the radiusR for the arc of the circular local minima in field space withRθ and σ being the fields on the tangential and radial directions of the trajectory as follows,
The separated potential comprises of the conventional slow-roll potential V sr (θ) and the perpendicular potential V (σ) influencing the isocuravton. The usual equations of motion for the case similar to Single field inflation are
3)
where the σ 0 (t) and θ 0 (t) are the backgrounds of the massive field and the inflaton, respectively, and R =R + σ 0 is the radius of the background trajectory in the field space. By virtue of V (σ), the isocuravton tends to be trapped at σ 0 , We choose to expand the potential around this point as
As pointed out in [4] , the interaction that is likely to produce large non-Gaussianity is this three-point self-interaction of the massive field. However, after having performed this expansion we stipulate that the terms involving the derivatives of the potential be written simply as V , V and V while realizing that they depend on σ 0 for convenience. We choose the spatially flat gauge and introduce a small perturbation to the inflaton and the isocurvaton,
Plugging these into the Lagrangian while ignoring the gravity part enables us to obtain the following
Here L 2 describes the dynamics of the σ and θ fields while the coupling between them is given by δL 2 and L 3 is the leading source for the three-point function involving δσ.
To obtain the Hamiltonian density it is necessary to define the conjugate momenta following which we separate the obtained result into the free part H 0 , and the interacting part H I . The in-in formalism can be used if we replace the conjugate momenta in the Hamiltonian density with those corresponding to the interacting picture. Such a procedure gives 11) and interaction Hamiltonian density
12)
where m eff ≡ V −θ 2 is the effective mass of the heavy field. We proceed to decompose the interacting fields in terms of their mode functions as follows
14)
The usual commutation relations are obeyed by the creation and annihilation operators,
while the mode functions themselves follow the equations of motion below
18)
The prime denotes derivative with respect to the conformal time τ . The equations of motion for u k can be solved in a usual way, 19) while the mode function for v k will be expressed by the Hankel function of the first kind,
. Note that the order of the Hankel function is pure imaginary for large mass:
Next we try to calculate the bispectrum induced by the cubic self-interaction of the massive field, which is shown schematically in Figure 1 . This term may give rise to observable non-Gaussianities. The interaction Hamiltonian is obtained by integrating the term in (2.11) over space which is the leading cubic term necessary for the bispectra calculations,
The transfer vertex is
It is introduced to convert the isocurvature mode into the curvature mode hence expressed as nonGaussianities of the curvature perturbation.
✓ ✓ ✓ Figure 1 . This is the diagram associated with the self-interaction of the massive field. We can see that this Feynman diagram consists of one self-interaction of the massive field δσ 3 and three transfer vertex δσδθ. This is the only diagram in the quasi-single field inflation model which can produce large non-Gaussianities.
We use the in-in formalism to write the three-point function as follows
In the following lines, we discuss the "factorized form" of the in-in formalism, which contains the fourth order Hamiltonian as
We can see from Figure. 1 that the transfer vertex H I 2 appears in any three of the four terms labelled H I while the remaining term corresponds to the interaction vertex H I 3 . This gives rise to the following terms after contractions,
The detailed result of these 10 terms with the mode functions (2.19) and (2.20) are presented in Appendix A.
Partial Effective Field Theory Approach to Quasi-Single Field Inflation
In this section, we would like to introduce a new kind of effective field theory approach to deal with the quasi-single field inflation with large mass. We will focus on the three-point function with the δσ 3 interaction described in the proceeding section. Two varieties of methods are used to systematically show that, if we are interested in the result only up to the 1 µ 4 e −πµ order, we can simply compute three-point function shown in Figure 2 . This method can be regarded as a generalization of the method introduced in [24] , where two kinds of methods are used to prove that the quasi-single field inflation effectively reduces to single field inflation with a modification of the sound speed and the interacting vertex in the large mass limit. One way to show this is to integrate out all the three heavy fields, degenerate its equation of motion to be an algebraic relation, and substitute its solution back to the action to obtain an effective single field Lagrangian with a modified sound speed and a cubic interaction term of the curvature perturbation. The second method is the large mass limit of in-in formulism, in which the large mass approximation of the Hankel function in (2.20) is used for the δσ propagator. The results from these two methods are the same up to the leading order.
The advantage of these methods used in [24] is to give an analytical expression for the threepoint function induced by the three-heavy-field vertex shown in Figure 1 , while its disadvantage is that all the information on the nonlocal effects, which will turn out to be the oscillation features in the bispectrum of the curvature perturbation, is completely neglected. Therefore, instead of adopting this method for all three of the massive δσ propagators, in our partial effective field theory approach, we would like to use it for only two of the three massive δσ propagators. More concretely, we examine the squeezed limit k 1 = k 2 k 3 . This would mean that the mode functions corresponding to momenta k 1 and k 2 are short wavelength modes and that they are more likely to exhibit a vacuum contribution while k 3 is the long wavelength mode and more likely to exhibit a thermal contribution. Hence for the partial EFT approach, we keep the massive field with the k 3 momentum unchanged while treating the others as effective field after integrated out. It turns out that this new partial effective field theory approach is successful and a good approximation up to the order . This is the three-point function with the δσδθδθ interaction. Since it only has two interacting vertices, the three-point correlation has a simpler form than that contributed by the δσδσδσ interaction.
Order Estimation
Before proceed we introduce some order estimation for the 10 integrals given in (2.27) and in Appendix A. It is observed that there are two possible δσ(τ 1 )δσ(τ 2 ) propagators. One is the non-timeordered propagator, in the sense that τ 1 and τ 2 varies freely. The other one is the time ordered δσ propagator, where τ 1 should be prior than τ 2 or vice versa. This can be seen more explicitly from the Schwinger-Keldish formalism, where the propagators can be written in terms of the form
for the massless field and An alternative viewpoint would be to consider this as a production of a pair of virtual massive δσ particles. To the next-to-leading order, it has a contribution that behaves like e −πµ , corresponding to the amplitude of the pair creation and thus is the square root of the Boltzmann factor. Physically, this could be viewed as an interference effect between the vacuum fluctuation and the pair creation effect.
With this in mind, we are able to estimate the 10 terms which contribute to Figure 1 (1) and (2) have one propagator of the type D ++(−−) and two propagators of the type D +−(−+) . Term (3) has three propagators of the type D +−(−+) . Terms (4), (5) and (6) have two propagators of the type D ++(−−) and one of the type D +−(−+) . Terms (7), (8), (9) and (10) have three propagators of the type D ++(−−) . In this paper, we choose to focus on the large mass behavior which translates to being of the order e −πµ , so any term that contains a contribution from the D +−(−+) propagators is subleading because it is at least suppressed by a factor of e −2πµ . This means that any diagram that contains at least one massive propagator resembling the type in the left hand side of Figure 3 will be subleading, and only (7), (8) , (9) and (10) are left. 
Partial Effective Field Theory Approach
In this subsection, we would like to review the effective field theory approach and apply it to the quasi-single field inflation model, and then extend it to the partial effective field theory approach.
Starting from the Lagrangian of our model (2.1), we can derive the equation of motion for the massive field as follows,δ
where the effective mass is defined as m eff = V (σ 0 ) −θ 0 2 . For δσ is heavy, its derivatives can be neglected compared to the mass term. Therefore (3.9) gives an algebraic relation, which can be solved iteratively:
where the masked terms in ellipsis (. . .) are higher order inδθ, and c s is the sound speed defined as
Notice that the algebraic relation (3.10) is local, which means the nonlocal operators like ∂ −2 has been neglected. This is the reason why the power spectrum and bispectrum derived from EFT approach has only contained the local contributions in the large mass limit. Now we insert this relation into the δσ 3 interaction. Note, that in order to find the leading-order nonlocal effects, we only substitute the algebraic relation (3.10) into two of the three δσ fields, instead of all of the three δσ's as in [24] . This is why our method is called partial, since this means only part of the heavy propagators are integrated out. The resulting Lagrangian is
So we have the third order Lagrangian
where in the second step we use the fact that V is the only possible origin for large non-Gaussianities, and V θ 2 0 . The second order Lagrangian is
We have defined the coefficient C 2 and C 3 for convenience,
Using in-in formalism, we have
The non-time ordered integral (3.16) and the time ordered integral (3.17) have already been evaluated in [16] . It is shown that the non-time ordered integral is suppressed exponentially as a function of mass, e.g. ∼ e −2πµ whereas the time ordered integral is suppressed by power law. We are only interested in the correction up to e −πµ , thus our order estimation in Sec. 3.1 can be used to pick up the integral worth considering. The non-time ordered integral is too much suppressed and hence in the following discussion, we will focus on the time ordered integral (3.17), which is
Notice that the numerical factor of 6 comes from permutations. An ensuing difference between this expression and that in [16] not only pertains to the mass dependence from integrating out the massive field, but also that in this paper we don't have permutations. The reason being that when we take the squeezed limit k 1 = k 2 k 3 , for each permutation, we need to employ the effective field theory approach for the k 1 and k 2 leg, while remembering that only the k 3 has the long wavelength nonlocal contribution.
Large Mass Approximation Method
In this section, we would like to use a different method to simplify the calculation of the Feynman diagram from the one in the previous section. The idea is that, since we are only interested in the effect up to the order e −πµ , we can use the large mass approximation of the Hankel functions in four of the Hankel functions out of the six in each of the ten terms. This is equivalent to integrating out the massive propagators. The large mass approximation we use is
Using this expression, we obtain the following integral
As we already estimated in Section 3.1, we can figure out that up to 1 µ 4 e −πµ , only the terms (7), (8), (9) and (10) contributes, which gives (7) + (8) + (9) + (10) = − e −πµ π 12HR 3θ
We strip the momentum conservation (2π) 3 δ (3) (k 1 + k 2 + k 3 ) for clearance, while the reader should be kept in mind that all the three-point functions will be multiplied by a (2π
When µ is large, m eff → µH, the partial EFT result (3.18) agrees with the result obtained by the large mass approximation method. Once we get this expression, it is convenient to use the method introduced in [16] . Again we have the difference compared with [16] due to the fact that we are always using the large mass approximation for δσ propagator on k 1 and k 2 legs.
Next we would like to make a numerical check of whether our new partial effective field theory works. We compare the numerical result obtained by directly evaluating the diagram with δσ 3 interaction and the numerical result of the partial effective field theory diagram with the δσδθδθ interaction. If one integrates out all the δσ propagators, one will get an equilateral shape non Gaussianity [24] .
It is convenient to define a dimensionless quantity S(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 )
The results are presented in Figure 4 . From the plot, we can see that our partial effective field theory approach is useful to obtain the leading-order nonlocal effects, i.e. the "standard clock" signal in the squeezed limit k 1 = k 2 k 3 . The displacement from the δσδσδσ numerical result and the partial EFT result is from the next-to-leading order (1/µ)-corrections in (3.19), which will decrease significantly when µ becomes large. However the nonlocal signal which serves as the clock signal in the bispectrum also shrinks when µ increases, which leaves all three curves merge in the large mass limit. To show the leading-order nonlocal signal, we should pick a µ in an intermediate range. Also, in the non-squeezed configuration, we obtain the leading terms of both local and nonlocal signals. However, due to the fact that in the non-squeezed limit the local signal is much larger, the nonlocal signal gets submerged. Only when we are in the very squeezed limit does the local signal becomes damped because of the equilateral shape configuration, and the nonlocal clock signal emerges manifestly only in this limit. 3 interaction and the equilateral shape obtained in [24] . It is a plot in momentum space with the ratio k 1 /k 3 being varied while µ = 4. The y axis is the shape function S(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) magnified by k 1 /k 3 . The right panel is the shape function as a function of the mass parameter µ. In both figures, we choose the parameters V R/H 2 = 6 andθ 0 /H = 1/2.
Strongly Coupled System
In this section we try to extend our result in the previous section to the strong coupled quasi-single field inflation when the couplingθ 0 is large. To do so, we introduce three classes of methods to approach this scenario.
• Numerically solving the equation of motion. This method can take into account both the local and non-local contributions and it is equivalent to considering all the Schwinger-Keldysh propagators up to all orders in [37] . However it is worth nothing that this is solely a numerical result and cannot be employed to calculate the bispectrum.
• If we neglect the non-local contributions, we are able to use the effective field theory method to analytically evaluate the power spectrum and bispectrum. This method is easy for calculations, but the limitation is that it is only accurate in the large mass limit, and nonlocal signals are neglected. We can extend it by preserve one heavy propagator unintegrated out which we dubbed as the partial EFT, to include the leading-order nonlocal signal.
• We can verify EFT by using the Schwinger-Keldysh diagrammatics developed recently in [36] . It is confirmed that if we neglect the non-local contributions, the large mass limit of the SK method is equivalent to the effective field theory method neglecting the non-local contributions.
Equation of Motion Method for Numerical Study
Now we outline how to solve the equations of motion for numerical study, as to check our final result by SK diagrammatics. We consider a two-field inflationary model and denote the two fields as φ a (x, t), a = 1, 2. So the quadratic part of the Lagrangian can be written as
The equation of motion is
We consider the initial time t 0 ,
while the initial condition satisfies the canonical kinetic relation
Then we need to solve the equation of motion twice with different sets of initial conditions
We get two different sets of solutions u (α) a (k, t), where α, a = 1, 2.
If we apply this formalism to a system with one light field and one heavy field (quasi-single field inflation, for instance), and the mass of the heavy field is large enough to make the non-local contributions negligible, we can then integrate out the heavy degree of freedom, and get the effective mode function of the light one analytically which corresponds to the usual Bunch-Davies mode function with a modification from the sound speed
where the expression for the sound speed is in (3.11).
Schwinger-Keldysh Diagram
In this section, we use the Schwinger-Keldysh diagram to calculate the effective mode function. We need to calculate the effective bulk-to-boundary propagator δφ(τ )δφ(0) . To do this, we calculate the first order propagator and insert it into the second order one and so on. Here we present how to obtain the (n + 1)-th order propagator provided that the form of the n-th order is known. = + + + . . . Figure 5 . This is a diagramatic way to show how to use the SK diagram method to calculate the effective mode function.
We first write down the formulae for the general propagators. We denote G ±(n) (k, τ ) as the propagator with one heavy leg and one light leg, while U ±(n) (k; τ ) is the propagator with two light legs, with subscripts the numbers of their internal massive propagators. Therefore, by intuitive deduction, we have
By using the above formulae we can sum up all propagators with two light legs, and then push one of the final leg to the boundary, which can be serve as an effective boundary-to-bulk propagator as is shown in Figure 5 ,
We can see from this expression that the n-th order term is of orderθ 0 2n /µ 2n . This is because each transfer vertex contributes a factor ofθ 0 , and each propagator, in the large mass limit, contributes 1 µ 2 . The error obtained by this method is O( 1 µ ). We can see that asθ 0 increases, the error decreases as expected. The power spectrum δθδθ can be obtained by taking the summation of (4.12) after pushing another leg to the boundary, i.e. taking the z → 0 limit:
It is consistent with the first order result in [28, 29] , and the full-order result in [8] , which means that we can safely extrapolate the first order result to all orders, as well as the couplingθ 0 is not too large as we will discuss below. A remark of this is that when using the effective field theory carefully [35] , the result is
Since we are focusing on the large mass parameter regime, the difference of the constant is not important.
In Figure 6 , we plot the relative power spectrum deviation ∆P ζ /P (0) ζ of the quasi-single field inflation model from the original single field inflation model as a function of the coupling between the inflaton and the massive field. The power spectrum is defined in terms of the two point correlation function in the standard way as
is the power spectrum of the original single field inflation model without massive field. We can see that the first order perturbation theory is applicable in the parameter rangeθ 0 < m eff and the resummation technique is applicable in the parameter rangeθ 0 H < m 2 eff .
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Sound speed corrected bispectrum
Equipped with the effective mode function presented in the previous sections, we can start to calculate the bispectrum in the weekly coupled regime with a modification of the sound speed. We consider the diagram with δσ 3 interaction shown on the left hand side of Figure 7 . It can be obtained by first using Figure 7 . Inserting the effective mode functions in (3.16) and (3.17), we obtain
−iµ (z 2 )e −icsz 2 + c.c. + 2 perm. , (5.1)
Firstly, we calculate the first layer of integral. Consider the squeezed limit k 3 c s (k 1 + k 2 ), we can expand the Hankel functions at IR. We affix the details of the calculation of the integral in Appendix C. The incomplete Gamma function terms will be suppressed, resulting in the final result of the three-point function, including the prefactor computed as follows, Figure 7 .
These are two types of Feynman diagram we get from the strongly coupled quasi single field inflation. The Feynman diagram on the left hand side corresponds to the δσ 3 interaction and the diagram on the right hand side corresponds to theδθδθδσ interaction.
+iµ 2 iµ (coth(πµ) + 1)
where the I is defined as,
We do an order estimate here for large µ,
Put everything together, we get non time ordered contribution = #e −2πµ c s (
where the # denotes some prefactors of power-law or polynomial in µ. If we take into account the complex conjugate part in (5.1), the final result, up to the leading order in µ, can be written as
To show the amplitude of the non-Gaussianity from (5.2), we invoke the equilateral non-Gaussianity in the large mass limit [24] 
and use the results as already known (best-fit Planck result for instance) to choose the parameters in (5.2). We draw the nonlinear parameter f NL from (5.2) under some typical parameter choice in Figure 8 . A side remark is that using the method introduced in [34] , we can get the exact scaling behavior
This scaling is true for all the parameter spaces of m 2 /H 2 +θ 2 0 /H 2 > 9/4. But the prefactor should be obtained via fitting the numerical solution with the scaling behavior. Our method does not get exact scaling behavior. Our result is applicable in the regimeθ 0 /H < m/H, this scaling is the same as that of [34] . In this regime, the sound speed c s does not deviate too much from 1. Figure 8 . This figure shows the magnitude of the clock signal as a function of the mass parameter µ when the equilateral non-Gaussianity is fixed to be 1. We take P ζ = 2.2 × 10 −9 , V R/H 2 = 1.
Conclusion and Outlook
We have simplified the calculations of the δσ 3 -induced three-point function of the curvature perturbation in the quasi-single field inflation significantly by reducing it to δσδθδθ interaction using a partial effective field theory approach. One can separate the contribution of the massive field into a vacuum part and a thermal part. Here, the vacuum contribution comes from the part without particle production while the thermal contribution counts for the production of one, two or three pairs of heavy particles and so on. For the short wavelength mode, the dominant contribution is of the vacuum type, which corresponds to a virtual particle production scenario. For this particular kind of massive field, we can utilize the large mass approximation or the effective field theory to integrate them out. For the long wavelength mode, we retain it to reproduce the clock signal in the squeezed limit. The (partial) effective field theory approach can also be extended from weak coupling case witḣ θ 2 0 /H 2 1 to the "strong coupling" regime withθ 0 /H > 1 while still keepingθ 0 < m 2 eff /H. Using the resummation technique, we can explicitly show that this amounts to the single field inflation with a modification of sound speed c s . The non-trivial oscillating behavior in the squeezed limit can also be obtained by using a combination of the partial effective field theory technique and the resummation technique.
There are several interesting directions to look at in the future. First, a more comprehensive study of the strongly coupled bispectrum is needed. This includes a more careful method to obtain the exact scaling behavior of the squeezed limit and its prefactor characterizing the amplitude of nonlocal effects.
The partial effective field theory approach may also be applied to the loop diagram computation. For example, if one is only interested in the leading nontrivial cosmological collider type of signal produced by a loop diagram with one loop consisted of three heavy propagators, one can treat two of the interaction vertices connected to a heavy mode with short wavelength as one effective interaction vertex by effective field theory. We can also use the large mass approximation of this propagator that is in between the two short-wavelength external legs. In this case, the diagram simplifies enabling easier extraction of the clock signals.
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A Concrete Form of the 10 Terms
In this section, we present the concrete form of the 10 terms in (2.27). The 10 terms are denoted (1), (2), . . . ,(10), respectively. 
−iµ (−k 1 τ 1 )H
(1)
−iµ (−k 
iµ (−k 3 τ 1 )e
iµ (−k 3 τ 1 )
−iµ (−k 3 τ 2 )e ik 3 τ 2 . (B.6)
C Sound Speed Corrected Bispectrum
The first integral is 
